Winter Biotech Rotation Report

Start of Block: Default Question Block

Q2 Your First Name

____________________________________________________________________

Q1 Your Last Name

____________________________________________________________________

Q3 Rotation you are reporting on. (Check all that apply. You already reported on your first rotation.)

☐ 2nd (2)

☐ 3rd (3)

Q4 Last name of the faculty trainer PI(s) for rotation(s).

____________________________________________________________________
Q5 Report on (a) the goals and outcomes of the rotation project and (b) reflect on whether the science and mentoring environment of the lab is a good fit for you. (Rotation advisors and NIH don't read this, only Matt and Doug). Limit 100–200 words (500–1000 characters).
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Q6 What lab will you work with in January? Is this a rotation or are you joining a lab after doing three rotations (usual for Engineers, not usual for SMB or IID)? This can be brief.

________________________________________________________________

Q8 Please share any questions or concerns you have for Matt and Doug.

________________________________________________________________

Q7 Would you like to meet with Matt and/or Doug? Never hesitate to reach out and ask for a meeting.

  ○ No (1)
  ○ Yes, Matt and Doug (2)
  ○ Yes, Matt only (4)
  ○ Yes, Doug only (5)

End of Block: Default Question Block